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**Reviewer's report:**

**Major Compulsory Revisions**

As data are being collected to test the psychometric properties of the translated and adapted questionnaire, in my opinion the material in this manuscript should be reported with the data.

**Minor Essential Revisions**

Could you check the English in the Abstract, Background section, last sentence. The word 'besides' is confusing; would 'and' be appropriate?

Background paragraph one - word missed out. circumstances strongly impact ON the entire lives ...

Background paragraph two. There are cerebral paysy specific HRQoL measures, which should be referenced. I am aware of two: a PedsQoL CP specific questionnaire, and there is another from an Australian group of researchers.

Results, paragraph one. I do not understand sentences 2, 3 or 4. Please make the point clearer.

**Level of interest:** An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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